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• Dynamic positional pointcloud loading  

• Manage pointclouds better in Navisworks  

• Improved pointcloud performance 

• Improved visualisation  

• Reduced model sizes  

• Better pointcloud analysis, review and  

     co-ordination  
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Navistools Pointcloud is new innovative software for managing laser 
scan data within the Navisworks environment. Navistools Pointclouds 
introduces powerful dynamic management and visualisation tools that 
increase productivity of your renovation projects in Navisworks.  

 
The software enables dynamic management of large pointcloud datasets in 
Navisworks by giving you control over which pointclouds are loaded based on 
proximity to an object’s location or the user’s navigational position in the model. 
This gives huge benefits when visualising, reviewing or co-ordinating a Navisworks 
project which contains pointcloud data. Navistools Pointcloud uses Navisworks as 
a platform and so supports the use of all the commonly used pointcloud, CAD and 
file transfer formats.  
 
 Navistools Pointcloud works with in the Navisworks model containing the CAD 
model data and dynamically manages the required structure of point cloud data. 
The software requires the scan positions in excel format and that the scan data is 
pre-defined in published .nwd files although the Navistools Publisher software can 
be used to facilitate this process. The scan positions are held in the associated 
Navistools SQL database along with associated user-defined data such as 
photographs and other required documentation. Navistools is built upon Profox 
Navistools software, the project portal which allows external project data to be 
easily linked and managed within Navisworks.  
 
 Using Navistools Pointcloud enables easier management of renovation projects 
containing large unwieldy pointcloud datasets by creating visual demolition 
project plans. Navistools Pointcloud enables easier comparison through 
visualisation between as built data and design data through the design review 
process and for space management and facilities management.  
 
Navistools Pointcloud saves on project timescales and costs through reducing the 
traditional requirement to produce costly CAD models from laser scanned point 
cloud data.  
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During the project phase Navisworks is used to make 3D project models available to all 

members of the project team. By using Navisworks, the project team can experience the 

project “before it is real”. However, a project is more than just 3D models; each and every 

component has its own properties, specification, drawings and even photos. 

 

Autodesk Navisworks normally uses so-called “Property Panes” to make this 

supplementary information available to the user. But the main issue here is that the 

available information is strongly dependent on the user that has added the information to 

the model. The required information used for Design Reviews, component purchasing and 

eventually 

maintenance is stored, in most cases, in a different location. Most companies store this 

information, procedures, lists and other data in a Database (.MDB, SQL, Oracle, Etc.) 

which is normally not available for everyone, but very much required to make the project a 

success. 

 

Navistools DataManager for Autodesk Navisworks offers you the possibility to achieve this 

link resulting in far greater added value of your 3D model during the project phase. All 

necessary information is within reach allowing you to manage your project during design, 

build and maintenance phases. 

 

Navistools DataManager offers capabilities such as navigating through your model using 

database information (e.g. using tags or description). You can also select your model in 

Navisworks; the DataManager instantly shows the information associated to the selected 

model. DataManager is equipped with an easy-to-use but powerful user interface. Project 

team members can use DataManager without having to follow days of training to 

understand the benefits and functions of the solution.  

DataManager also has a feature for preprocessing the models for publishing them with 

Property information including linked database information for Navisworks Freedom users. 
 

DataManager perfectly compliments the popular BIM concept. DataManager instantly 

makes component and project information available without having to create complex 

links. It’s easy and powerful. You can navigate from your database to your model and from 

your model back to the database information. You can even open linked external 

documents straight from your 3D model. DataManager makes your projects transparent 

and offers you direct access to your component information. 
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Navistools Standards Reporter feature is an plug-in tool 

for Navisworks users that increases the value of 

published Naviswork models by providing report 

generating functionality. 

 

 Reporter provides an easy-to-use interface for generating excel or pdf 

format reports. It uses data linked to objects as properties or attributes or 

data from any database that has been linked to the Navisworks model. 

 

Reports are generated by choosing the Navisworks search or selection 

sets or selecting items from Selection Tree and by selecting the required 

properties attached to objects that are required in the report.   

The Report window then enables review and sorting of the report before 

generating into an excel or pdf format.  
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published Navisworks 
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During the project phase Navisworks is used to make 3D project models available to all of 

the project team. By using Navisworks the project team can experience the project “before 

it is real”. However, a project is more than 3D models; each and every component has its 

own properties, specification, drawings and even photos. 

 

 

Property information, used for Design Reviews, component purchasing and maintenance 

is either included in a Navisworks model as attributes or stored in a database in a different 

location. Property information stored in databases can be linked to a Navisworks model 

using Profox´s Navistools DataManager software. The attribute data inside the 

Navisworks model and the property information from databases can be used by the 

Navistools Reporter to generate reports. 

This capability gives greater added value of your 3D model during the whole project 

phase. All necessary information is within reach and can be processed with reports 

containing the required component or material information. 

Reports are generated based on selecting required items from Selection Sets, Search 

Sets or Navisworks Selection Tree hierarchy and then using Reporters DataTable for 

generating the objects for report generation. Hierarchy level defines how deeply the 

Selection Tree is scanned when generating the objects. 

Required object properties and or database properties are then ticked, previewed and 

sorted by using Populate Report Data Table feature. The Report view is used to check the 

report before generating it to either an excel sheet or pdf format.  

 

 

Navistools Reporter can be used throughout the plant or building life-cycle, during the 

design phase, fabrication, on-site through to inspections and maintenance etc.. 

 

 

 Navistools Reporter is equipped with an easy to use but powerful user interface, and is 

ideally suited to project managers, design managers, on-site managers and other project 

team members who have different needs to access, use and manage the component and 

material information. To understand the benefits and functionalities of the solution does 

not require extensive training. 

The Navistools Reporter perfectly compliments the popular BIM concept. It is the system 

that instantly makes component and project information available as excel-sheets or pdf 

format reports without having to collect information from different sources.  
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